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SUMMARY 

A generalized probability distribution is developed which served as a 
general formula for some well known probability distributions such as 
weibull, exponential, rayleigh. gamma, log-nonnal. pareto. maxwell, 
generalized laplace etc. Besides aforesaid probahility distributions, a family 
of new disuibutions can also be derived from it. The statistical properties 
viz. moments and moment generating function have been worked out for 
generalized probability distribution (G.P.D.) A mixture (or compounded) 
distribution by mixing gamma distribution with G.P.D., called generalized 
probability distrihution of mixture (G.P.D.M.) has also been obtained. 
Cauchy's, beta, t, reversed generalized logistic distributions are shown to 
be members of G.P.D.M. 

Key words: Galluna distribution, Generalized probability distribution, 
Generalized logistic distrihution, Mixture distribution, Wei bull distribution. 

I. illlroduclion 

Statistical distributions such as weibulI, exponential, log nonnal, ganuna 
etc. have proved to be of considerable use not only to explain a large number 
of data sets for ecological and biological populations [Pinder el al. [llll, but 
also ill the development of theory of reliability. In reliability. these distributions 
are mainly used as lifetime distribution of a componellt or a device. In recent 
years, Illany generalization of gamma and wcibuU distributions are suggested 
either by introducing more l)arJIneterls or by assuming a parameter of the 
distribution as random variable and then compollnding it. The main contributors 
are: Lindley and Singpurwalla r8), Srivastava (13). Lee and Gross (6], (7). 
Bondcsson [5], Pham and Almhana (10), AI-Mutairi and Agarwal [41. (3] and 
Agarwal and Kalla (2]. 

In this paper, a generalized probability distribution (G.P.D.) is developed 
which serves as a general model of the life length of a component or device. 
Almost all well _ known commonly lIsed lifetime distributions such as 
exponential. ganuna, weibull, log Ilomml, logistic, pareto, rayleigh, nmxwell 
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etc. and a family of new distributions (depending upon physical considerJtions 
of the device) can be derived from it. The closed fonn of moments and moment 
generating function are worked out for G.P.D. A mixture (or compounded) 
distribution by mixing gamma distribution with G.P.D., called generalized 
probability distribution of mixture (G.P.D.M.) has also been given. It serves 
as a general fonnula for mixing any probability distribution, which is a member 
of G.P.D., with gamma distribution. Cauchy's, t, reversed generalized logistic 
distributions and a family of new distributions can be derived from G.P.D.M. 

2. Generalized Probabiliry Disrribulion 

In order to define G.P.D., consider the following fonn of confluent 
hypergeometric fUllction of variable Z as: 

f(Z; a, A, p, A, C) = aA.+ i(Zi' e- Pz M{A, C, - aZ) (2.1) 

where a, A. p and A are constants; C :F 0, - 1, - 2, ... and 0:5 Z :5 00 

M(A, c. Z) is confluent hypergeometJic function (Abramowitz and 
Stegun (Ill. 

Theorem 1. A random variable Z follows a G.P.D., if its probability density 
function (p.dJ.) is given by 

(2.2) 

where, the constant 

K = (;J+i r(A+t)~A,A+l; C; -~} a+p>O: A>-1 (2.3) 

F(a, b, d; -x) is Gauss hypergeometric function (Mathai (9j). 

Proof. The function (2.2) is a I).d.f. if 

f(Z; a, A, p. A, C) ~ 0 
.., 

and ~ Jf(Z; a. A, p, A, C) dZ = 1 (2.4) 

o 

Using the results of [POldnikov el al. [15J; p. 19(15)], we get the desired 
result. 

.. --~-----.-.-.-.. 
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Theorem 2. If Z is a G.P.D., with p.d.f. as given in (2.2) then tile r-tIl 
moment about origin is 

A,,' :;:;: f(A+ I)aA+1 (1)+ ar ':' 1 F(C -A 1..+ l' C·~) (2.5)
r-r ' "a+p 

and its moment geller,lting fUllction is 

aA,+lrO.+1) a 
Mz(t) :;:;: A,+ 1 F(A, 1..+ 1; C; - --); p - t > 0 

(p-o »-t 

1..>-1; (p+a-t»O (2.6) 

Corollary 1. When p ~ 0, (2.2) reduces to 

K- laA,+ i(z)A,M(A, C, - az) (2.7) 

K :::: r(C)r(A - A - Or(A + 1) 
and (2.8)

rcA) r(C - 1..- 1) 

(2.5) reduces to 

, r(C - A 1) rcA + r + 1) 1 
11 r :;:;: r(C - A - r -1) rcA + 1) ar 

Now we will derive some of tile well known widely used probability 
distributiolls both from non-exponential as well as from exponential family 
[Stuart and Onl [14] p. 192] under Corollary 1. 

Case I. A :;:. C (NOll exponential family) 

Some special cases of Case I, are given in Corollary 2. 

Corollary 2. If random variable Z :;:;: X is a G.P.D., tIlen X follows ullifonn 
distribution for A :;:;: 0, A = 0, and if A :;:;: a, C :;:;: a + 1, A :;:;: 0, a = I, then 
(2.7) reduces to incomplete ganuna distribution [Abramowitz and Stegun [11 
p. 509]. While for 

(X-II)A = -,1 C = -,3 A = 0 Z = eXI> .:..:-....e:.
2 2' 0' 

(2.7) is 

f(x; a,ll, 0') = ~ expo ( x ~ tl J • {10: exp ( x ~ 11 J} 
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z 
l1 

where Erfc z = "tr..l2 41 (z) =Je- dt 

o 


and for A = - 11, C = P + 1, Z = exp ( x ~ 11 ) 

flx; '" MD, Il) = ~ ~~I~+l:>Xl>( 7)H-exll ( 7)) 
which is a p.d.f. of Laguerre polynomial [Abralllowitz and Stegull [1] p. 509] 
and may find applicability in quantal response data. By giving different values 
to A, C, a, 'Y and using Z == 'l'(x), where 'l' is fUllctioll of X, a family of 

new distributions can also be derived. 

Case 1/ A==C (Exponential family of distribution) 

Some spccial cases of Case II are given in Corollary 3. 

Corollary 3. If random variable: 

(i) Z == X~ is a G.P.D., then X follows weibull distribution for A. == O. 

Proof. It is easy to see tllat (2.7) reduces to f(z) == a.e- uz, which is a 
p.d.f. of exponential distribution. It is well known that tbe random variable 

X follows weibull distribution if Z == xP is an exponential distribution. Note 

tllat ~ = 2 is rayleigh distribution. 

Now in Corollary 3 : 

(ii) If Z == A, A. == P - 1 Gamma distribution 

2
(iii) IfZ == log x A. = _1 a =1 Log non113l distribution 

, 2' 2 

(iv) IfZ = log (l + eX), A. = 0, a ;: 1 Logistic distribution 

(v) IfZ == e-x,A.;: O,a = 1 Gluubcl or extreme value 

and ifZ = eX Reduced log wei bull 
distribution 

2 1 1 Maxwell distribution (vi) IfZ = x ,A. 2' a = 2a 

Gener,dized laplace (vii) IfZ = Ix P~l I ; a == I, A. = 0 

distribution 

-----_. ---_.__..._--------------------- 

== 
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3. Generalized Probability Dislribulioll ofMixlure (G.P.D.M.) 

In this section, by assmuillg par.:uueter a. in (2.7) as a random variable 
follows gamma distribution with shape par.:uuetcr <p, a G.P.D.M. is obtained. 
It will serve as a general fonnula for m.ixing any probability distribution, which 
is a mcmber of G.P.D., with gamma distribution. 

Theorem 3. If Z is a G.P.D., as defined by (2.7) and a follows gamma 
distribution with shape paramcter IP, U1CIl Ule p.d.f. of G.P.D.M. is 

K1Z).F(A,A+IP+ 1; C, Z) (3.1) 

. 
where K) 

__ 
-

r(A)r{C  A-- Or(A + <p + 1) 
r(C)r(A _ A -Or(A + I)r(q» (3.2) 

Proof A mixture or compounded distribution is given by 

co

Jfez; a., A, A, C) h(a.) da. (3.3) 
o 

exp-a a.1{I-1 
where h(a.) = r(IP) 

Now (3.3) is equal to 

A <.0 

Z J A+I{I-a ( )d
K,r(A+l)r(IP) a. e MA,C,-aZ a. 

o 

Using the rcsult [pmdnikov el at. (12] p. 19), we get (3.1) 

Theorem 4. If Z follows G.P.D.M., then its roth moment about origin is: 

, _ r(C-A- 1) rcA -r-A - I)r(p-r)r(r+A+ 1) 
(3.4)

J.1 r - r(IP) r(A+ 1) r(A - A-1) r(C -r-A-I) 


The moment will exist only if IP > r. 


Particular cases: 


Case I. A=C 


Corollary 4. If Z = X2 is a G.P.D.M., as dcfincd in (3.1), the X follows 

Cauchy's distribution for A = 0, IP = 112, while X follows t-distribution if 
A = - 112, IP = v. 
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Corollary 5. If Z = exp ( X ~ f! ) is G.P.D.M., then X follows reversed 

generalized logistic distribution for A = O. 

Case II. A'l::C 

(i) A = -11, C = 1, q> = n, Z = exp ( x ~ f! ) 

X is p.d.f. of Legendre's Polynomial (Abramowitz and Stegun 11], p. 509] 

By giving different values to A, C. A. q> and z ::;:: s(x). a family of new 
distributions call be derived. However, the moments will exist only if 
q» r. 
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